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1. General features of isovector excitations.



2. The dipole resonance (isovector and isoscalar).



3. The pygmy dipole states and the Schiff moment.
(Time reversal violation experiments).



4. Comments about the spin dipole resonance.

𝜏 = 0 (isoscalar) versus 𝜏 = 1(isovector) excitations.



In the case of 𝝉 = 𝟎 collective excitations the protons and neutrons move in phase. In the
case of 𝝉 = 𝟏 excitations the protons move collectively out of phase with respect to the
collective motion of neutrons.



The isovector excitations are in general richer than the isoscalar ones.



The 𝝉=1 modes have three components, 𝝉𝒛 = 𝟎, ±𝟏.



The 𝝉𝒛 = 𝟎 case corresponds to 𝒑𝒑−𝟏 , 𝒏𝒏−𝟏 excitation



The 𝝉𝒛 = −𝟏 describes 𝒑𝒏−𝟏 and the 𝝉𝒛 = +𝟏 the 𝒏𝒑−𝟏 excitations.



In nuclei with 𝑵 ≠ 𝒁 the strength is split into several isospin components.



When the isospin of the parent nucleus is T, the various isospin component are: in the 𝝉𝒛 =
+ 𝟏 the isospin of the excitation is T+1, in the 𝝉𝒛 = 𝟎, excitations posses isospins T and T+1,
while for the 𝝉𝒛 = −𝟏, the possible isospins are T-1, T, T+1.



The energy splitting between the different components are such that the lower isospin
excitation are also lower in energy.

Isospin splitting


For nuclei with T>1 the lower isospin components contain more strength
than the upper ones. For two reasons: the geometrical factors are larger
and the collectivity is larger for the lower isospin components.



The energy splitting carries information about the nuclear symmetry
energy. Experimentally it is difficult to separate the various isospin
components. As one goes to nuclei with a large neutron excess the
splitting and strength differences grow. Exotic nuclei might help to observe
this phenomenon.

Scheme of isovector transitions



For T> 1 the lower isospin states are
more collective and carry more
transition strength.

Charge-exchange RPA.


All three directions of excitations are treated simultaneously. The first
calculations of this type were done in the late seventies and early eighties.
Skyrme interactions were used.
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The isovector dipole strength for all three components 𝝉𝒛 = ± 1,0 is calculated in the RPA. The properties of the
charge-exchange modes are discussed

Collective excitation and basic
symmetries

There is a close connection between collective nuclear
motion and symmetries in the nuclear Hamiltonian. In
some instances collective excitations are the result of the
existence of certain symmetries in the system. One of the
best examples is the isobaric analog resonance that
results from the charge symmetry of the nuclear force. In
other instances however collective excitations, such as
giant resonances, serve as intermediate states in the
process of breaking symmetries. (For example the isovector
monopole resonance plays an important role in isospin mixing.)

Isoscalar dipole


The “usual” isoscalar dipole transition induces a shift of the center mass of the nucleus. The
higher order dipole transition operator of isoscalar type is defined as:
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Time Reversal Violation (TRV) and the
Dipole Moment


In the absence of reflection symmetry violation
or absence of time reversal violation, the static
electric dipole moment of a quantum
mechanical system, must vanish. One of the
most effective ways to look for time reversal
violation is to search for a dipole moment.

Tests of time reversal invariance

Schiff moment



S=

Since the mean value of the nuclear
dipole moment D is screened in the
atom, the atomic electric dipole
moment is generated by the nuclear
Schiff moment.
Apart from a normalization constant
the Schiff operator is identical to the
isoscalar dipole moment
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The role of the Schiff moment.
N.Auerbach and V. Zelevinsky. Phys. Rev. C86 045301 (2012).

The value of the Schiff moment is central to the
measurement of time-reversal violation in an atom. One
of the novelties in the study of nuclear resonances is the
realization that some of the resonances have significant
strength concentrated at lower energies, away from the
main peak. These are referred to as the “pygmy
resonances.” It has been known for a long time that
the ISD and the IVD have low-lying strength, around 10
MeV of the excitation energy, in many spherical nuclei.
This means that the inverse energy-weighted sum (IEWS)
of the strength distribution is particularly enhanced.

Particle+core in the odd-even nucleus





S~

0+ 𝑗 𝑗 𝑆𝑧 1− 𝑗 𝑗 − 1− 𝑗 𝑗 − 𝑉𝑃𝑇 0+ 𝑗 𝑗
∆𝐸

(The symbol 𝑗 − means the spin j but opposite parity)

IEWS


For a weak interaction of the type:



𝑉𝑃𝑇 =



the S becomes proportional to the Inverse
Energy Weighted Sum (IEWS)



Phys. Rev. C86, 045301, (2012).
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Isoscalar dipole strength
N.Auerbach, Ch. Stoyanov, M.RF. Anders and S. Shlomo, Phys. Rev. C89, 014335 (2014).

Inverse energy weighted strength

Inverse energy weighted sum for the
isoscalar dipole strength

Isovector dipole-r Pb 208

Isovector dipole

Contribution of the isoscalar dipole
transition to the Schiff moment


The contribution of the isoscalar dipole is of the same order or somewhat larger than
the previously calculated ( in a simple shell-model) results for spherical nuclei. One
concludes that it is important to take into account the effect described here when
trying to determine the limits of time reversal conservation.



More work is needed in order to calculate more precisely this contribution.



As one proceeds to neutron rich nuclei the low-energy dipole strength will increase.
Experimental studies of such exotic nuclei as well as deformed nuclei is of interest.



Experimental studies of charge-exchange reactions (single and double) will enrich
the knowledge about isovector excitations.
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Isovector spin dipole excitations

L=1, S=1, isovector



The J=0−component of the S=1, L=1 state is important in the calculation of parity violation. (N. Auerbach,
Phys. Rev. C45, R514, (1992))



The J=1− component of the S=1, L=1 state is involved in the determination of the anapole moment which is a

parity violating but time reversal conserving moment. ( N. Auerbach and B.A. Brown, Phys. Rev. C60, 025501,
(1999))


The J=2− component enters into the calculation of the parity and time reversal violating magnetic quadrupole
moment.

Isovector dipole- overtone
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Isovector dipole-overtone

Inverse energy weighted sum rule

Paricle+core states in the odd-even nucleus

0+ 1 2+ , 1 2+
1− 1 2+ , 1 2−

The Schiff moment is proportional to the
isoscalar dipoleType equation here.
transition matrix element:
𝑺~ 0+ 𝑫 1−
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